From: Frances Boscacci
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 2:34 PM
To: General Plan <generalplan@cityofsanmateo.org>
Subject: resident at
We’ve been a resident for 25 years. Planning to stay here and continue to enjoy our city.
Please, please we ask you to:
1- Keep our buildings no taller than 4 stories
2- Plan services before putting on new buildings, such as schools, medical services,
transportation, parking, shopping.
3- And most importantly, please promote regional transportation, so service personnel who
can buy a property in Hayward and Union City and San Lorenzo etc, etc, can have a more
efficient commute to jobs in the Peninsula- This may cost a lot, but what investment in
infrastructure doesn’t?
4- Please stop the high rises!!!!!!!
5- Please listen to the residents, not the folks who want to move here and live in a high rise.
Please do not let the character of our city be completely destroyed!!!!!!
Thank you,
Frances Boscacci

From: winreis@gmail.com <winreis@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 4:20 PM
To: General Plan <generalplan@cityofsanmateo.org>
Subject: Comments on Vision
I am a San Mateo resident now for 20 years and have already seen how the City has abjectly failed to
keep its infrastructure up to speed with the increased higher-density residential and commercial
development that it continues to approve.
In reviewing the 2040 vision for the City, there is a glaring omission of improving the transportation
infrastructure for vehicles. It’s all focused on ridiculous assumptions that population and density growth
will be primarily served with mass transit. I have to ask – what planet do these assumptions come from?
Certainly not one grounded in reality. Look no further than Hillsdale Blvd or El Camino Real at 530pm on
any weekday to see how the City is already failing its residents. The gridlock is not going to be solved by
an electrified CalTrain and more SamTrans buses.
This General Plan MUST be updated to include the need for significant upgrades to our streets and
roadways to handle the already-increased volume of vehicle traffic that is already negatively impacting
quality of life. There is a vague reference to “infrastructure” but this problem is already so serious that it
must be called out as a separate and distinct item.
I shudder to think of how 20 more years of the same is going to further damage quality of life here –
beyond the point where we will want to live here.
There is a simple solution to this problem – developers MUST fund the costs of upgrading streets and
roadways along the city’s arteries to accommodate the increased vehicle traffic that their projects will
create. To not place this burden on them is irresponsible and does a major disservice to the residents of
the City who then bear the brunt of the City’s failure to improve traffic.
Sincerely,
Win Reis
276 37th Ave
San Mateo CA 94403

